
Appendix-1

Listening Passages

Lesson-6 : In the Heart of a Seed
(to be read aloud by the teacher)

Sarita and Mangloo were playing in a farm. Sarita threw a ball to Mangloo.
Mangloo could not catch it. The ball hit a mango tree behind Mangloo. Then the
ball hit the well, then the roof of the house, then the nose of the buffalo and
finally it went back to Sarita.

Lesson-7 : Jolly Kittens
Today is Mitthu, the parrot’s birthday. All her friends have come to her

house. They are enjoying a party.
Mitthu is sitting at the head of the table. “Sweetie” the cuckoo is on her

right side. “Kitti” the mynah is to her left. Next to Kitti is sitting “Chichi” the
sparrow. “Raja,” the peacock is sitting on the other side of the table. “Quakie”
the duck is sitting next to sweetie.

Lesson-8 : The Hare on the Moon
1. Make a small hole in the bottom of each cup.
2. Push one end of the string through the hole of the cup and tie a knot

inside.

3. Push the other end of the string through the hole of the other cup
and tie a knot inside.

4. Your speaking string is ready.
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Lesson-9 : Running and Shouting

1. Take two small pencils

2. Hold both the pencils together.

3. Put a rubber band around them.

4. Hold each pencil in your hands as shown in the picture.

5. Move one of the pencils as shown in the picture.

6. Do it many times and then leave the pencils on the floor.

1. What happened to the pencils?

2. Did you enjoy the ‘Pencil Dance’?

Lesson 10.  Jagatu the Gardener

1. An elephant is flying.

2. A tiger is eating ice-cream.

3. An ant has put on a hat.

4. A fox is eating a plant.

5. A rat is drinking milk out of a glass.

6. A giraffe is sitting on the top of a house.

7. A monkey is going to school.

8. A dog is teaching a class.
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Lesson 11. Left in Charge

1. In the middle draw a little hut.

2. Draw two trees on both the sides of the hut.

3. Draw some birds in the sky.

4. Draw a road in front of the house.

5. Draw a basket under the tree on the right side of the house.

6. Draw six mangoes on the tree to the right of the house.

Lesson 12. Who has Seen the Wind ?

I. 1. mind 2. wind 3. find 4. kind

II. 1. hang 2. sang 3. bag 4. rang

III. 1. you 2. go 3. do 4. who

IV. 1. I 2. buy 3. die 4. say

V. 1. done 2. down 3. brown 4. crown

VI. 1. head 2. bed 3. beat 4. red

VII. 1. tree 2. hay 3. he 4. free

VIII. 1. seen 2. sin 3. been 4. keen

Lesson 13. Gopal Bhand and Mahagyani

Listen and write:

1. It is a beautiful day today.

2. According to the calendar, the third is a Monday.
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3. He knows grammar well.

4. Tom had a nice time.

5. Write the correct address on the form.

Lesson 14. Puppy and I

Hey diddle diddle

The cat and the fiddle

The cow jumped over the moon.

The little dog laughed

To see such a fun,

And the fish ran away

With a spoon.

Lesson 15. A Nickel’s Worth of Fun

This is the bill that Radha brings

1. Soap bar (2) Rs. 20/-

2. Salt 1pkt Rs. 5/-

3. Sugar 2 kg. Rs. 30/-

4. Chocolate Bar 5 Rs. 50/-

5. Tooth Powder 500g. Rs. 20/-

Total Rs. 125/-
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Lesson 16. Women for trees

There are many colours: Red, Black, Blue, Green, White, Yellow etc.

With the help of these colours we can make some new colours. Purple is made

by mixing Blue and Red. Similarly Orange is made by mixing Red and Yellow.

And Green is made by mixing Blue to Yellow. And Pink, the most beautiful

colour can be made by mixing white with red. Black when mixed with white

gives you grey colour.

Lesson 17. Little Drops of Water

1. hand 7. brains

2. take 8. bike

3. birds 9. daughter

4. feeds 10. love

5. birth 11. whittle

6. crops 12. motion


